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A. amok. The !unseeing paragraphs reflect progress within the GRO33BAIEW
operation for the period indicated. Salient developments mere:

_.	 _
1. t	 *briefing and conference regarding

GROeSBAHN on 29 June (decisions reached during this meeting are reflected in
subseqeent tent).

.2. Preliminary steps with NOB toward securing a U. S. visa for GROSS-
-- -

3. Debris/Ingo of G
	 a on the Soviets and related personalities in

4. Preparation,of.t7
	

a for his trip to Budapest/Bucharest on 28 July

B. Specific Action Requested of Headquarters. None.

C. Speeific Aetiqn Requested of Vienna. See paragraph D.10. a reply to
SOB/1269 is requested(suspendedmeeting with	 a in order that transfer
of PP-1 might be gamed.

D. MEM.

1. GROSSBAHN.

a. Budget revision enhmitted under EAVA-31 01(SCH/1268). • No fund

inertias reimoited:'

b. Training has not progressed beyond BOG lecture materiel.

c. ascurity remains essentially unchanged.

NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE AC1. Vehicle issue has presented no complications.
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f. Major problems settled.

2. CC-4 reported for duty 22 June,

34 0C-15. No POC granted as yet.

4. AA operation continued dormant. To be disbanded.

S. AA-1 cat-out idea disapproved by c z(and

- 6. AA-2 meetings with Soviete suspessled. Agent to be transferred to
Zone.

7. AA-3 (WW61) contact established.

E support. 
8. HM-1 has aecompliebsdno real progress in phasing over to REDCAP

9. c.	 debriefings fruitful. He appears well suited at REDCAP
asset in Urfahr.

10. PP-1 transfer held up pending CC( and COPS decision on 1.7. 	 .54
--

U. 47	 :$ briefings and preparations for Budapest/Bucharest trip
nearing completion.

• A. General.

1. GROSSBAHN.

a. padmet,e- A.revised budget has been submitted nnder EAVA- 31gol
(SOB/1268). NO increase in funds waa requeeted, rather a reduction of $4.31
per month was reoommended in spite of the fact that general inareatee were
suggested for all but a few personnel. This was due to recent.sttatim
the GROSSBABN operationr—dropping of agents CC-2, CC-5, and. U1. The monthly
budget is now set at the dollar equivalent $1,604.23. Detailed bra4doun is
contained in EAVA- 5100CB-1268).

b. =ado. During the past month, we have *antigun& reviewing
with OROSSBANN in detail the Basic Operations Course lecture 000frial we
reported turning over to him in EA8A-1580. Due to the ksairaigintHiataittekt
schedule whiCh MOOSUP is now handling personally, diffi	 )010.3
amperieneed in finding sUITICientt tiMi to devote to.fornil t--	 Jiktch of
the nesting time with his 63201 officer is devoted to revicating*Srationip
offering operational guidance, planning the course of present olieratienkEtd
discussing ways and mans of developing new operations. W1er5evar:pos3i104,
time is taken for academic instruction but this is probably aVeraging an hoUr
per week—certainly too little time. However, a brighter side to the tairning
problem la that due to the feat that GROMAIII is raw functioning As a WA--

is out in the field handling his sources—he is actually receiving invalnable
on-the-job training. We feel this working trAiTiing more than compensates for
the lack of formalised training.
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C. ,Security. There were no new security developments during the
period. We are satisfied that GROSSBABN answered the questions we put to Mat
early in June truthfully- (see para. 3.a.(2) of EASA-1580) and we have thus

nabandoned our plans to re—run him on LOFLUTTER. t:	 has advised
as against running a routine re-test as results are usually valuelesa and may
have a negative effect an the agent. Unless something specific crops up, we
do not plan to re-test.

d. Vehicle. The issuance of a vehicle (see para. 3.e.(3) of
LASA-1580) reMoved the last obstacle standing in the way of our insistence
that GROSSBAHU assume the role of P/A and handle his own agents. 011,05SBANN's
becoming completely mobile has been one of the meet rewarding operational
innovations in rec months. He is now keeping, personally, six to eight
agent meetings per	 .a ;schedule which would have beenoise witbout
the vehicle.

e. Eiles. While GRWSSAHN's records are now completely on micro-
film, a portion of his files still remain in Frankfurt. These will be retrieved
before mid-August, as OROSSBAHN is experiencing difficulty in incorporating file
traces in his reports.

C. Major Problems. These problems were threefold:. U. S. citizen-
ship, Austrian citisenship and a DURK contract. We are well on. our way-to
securing a U. S. visa for 0RO5SBABN (see EAVA- 1310((s02/1327) and EAVA--511-6-7
(s08/1453)) through MOB. The need for Austrian citizenship has evaporated
since.GBOSSBAHN's son's birthday has passed without disastrous results and he
secured hiSID card as the on of a stateless father. We have offered GROSSBAHN
a contract which he ultimately refused on the grounds that he has been operating
on KUBARK good will for over Six years now and feels that he can continue to do
so without a formal document. We are planning on GROSSBAHN's departing Austria
to reach the U.	 on or-about 15 October 1953 for the primary purpose of filing
his first papers toward U. 8. citizenship. He is to be turned around as quickly
as circumstances . will permit and , is to assume a role of spotter, recruiter and
developer 'of new operations on his return to Austria.

2. CC-4 reported for duty on 22 Juno. Her performance to Otte has
not been impressive. GROSSBAHN.states she is an 8:00 to 5:00 type, blies no
devotion to date and seems anything but impressed with the importance ofthe
new field in .which she finds herself. We have told GROSSBABI that chances
are it will be difficult to justify his retention of two secretaries in view
of his newly planned role after return from the U. S., possibly even difficult
to justify one secretary.. If anyoneiseettained, it will, be CO-3. .Wa should
leave the opportunity open to dismiss CC-4 on rather ehort notice ip the near
future. GROSSBAHN has bean told to discuss CC-4's poor performance to date with
her, stress that he is not at all pleased with her and that she is to consider
that she will continue on probation for at least 60 more dap: We will discuss
CC-4 again with 0RO6SBAM4 in early August and, if she continues uninspired, we
will probably recenmend that she be dropped.



3. CC-15. POC has been requested in . USA.45a4. Although POC
probably will be granted prior to ORDSSBAHN I s departure for the D. S., no.
recruitment of CC-15 will take place until GROSSBARN's return. This will
be placed on the agenda of GHOSSBAHN I s new tasks—to recruit and develop
whatever potentials CC-15 might have,

4. AA Operation. This operation has ceased to exist, as a group.
Ake2 has been told by the Soviets that he need no longer appear on a regular
basis—they will summon him if and when needed. Arrangements are being made
among the Bundesheer planners to transfer AA-2 to the Gendarmerie (he is an
ex-officer) then quietly erring* his transfer to the Gendarmerie School in-.
Carinthia, safely out of convenient Soviet reach. AA-2 is being. given 60 days
severance pay and is being dropped as of 31 July, At his last meeting with .
AA-1 in Vienna on 6.and 7 July, GROSSBAHN broached the idea of his taking
over AA-6 and esub-sources AA-61, AA-62 and AA-63 directly. AA-1, surprisingly
enough, was enthusiaatio about the idea and admitted that • 4.A-6 and sub-sources
had been rather disappointing to date and that 4 fresh viewpoint and control
could only bring salutary results. Arrangements have been made for LA-1 to
drop contact with this sub-group and for GROSSBAHN to come into direct con-
tact with AA-6. This will be done prior to 15 August. If this group has no
potential against the REDCAP target, they will be dropped. LA-1 has been
instructed that he is to. sever contact with any and all peripheral personali-
ties he has been using in a casual manner and to cease all personal OB report-.
jug. In substance, this means that the AA group has been completely dissolved
or removed from the direct control . of eA-1. As firm plans are drawn up for
the disposition of GROSSBAHM t s present assets, we will, in all probability,
recommend that.VOB take over direct control of AA-1 principally for.his
potential value against the'L7 	 .e targets.

5. AA-1 Cut-Out. The ideas which we expressed in para. 3.f, of
EASA-1580 (inserting a cut-out between AA-1 and KUBARK) were not concurred
in by	 .eand C	 3 during briefing of 29 June. Subsequent events have
proven the fallacy of these plans and the soundness of this decision. There-
fore, plans to secure such a cut-out are abandoned. ies have not advised AA-1
of this. Rather, we have encouraged him to continue his spotting efforts,
however, stressing that any candidates must measure up to stiff requirements
on our part. This leaves us free to disqualify spotted persons for the cut-out
position, but at the some time permits us to look over AA-is candidates and
measure them against MARK targets and standards.

6. As reported in paragraph 4, romping, at AA-2 1 s last meeting
with the Soviets on 30. June, they stated that he would no longer be required
tal . cali . at their offices regularly. They indicated they WOuld probably lOok
him up again in the fall. Arrangements are underway, initiated by AA-1
through his official Austrian channels, to transfer AA-2 to the Gendarmerie
and assign him to the Gendarmerie School in Carinthia. 'lie are preparing a
final consolidated report on all of AA-2's meetings with the Soviets which
will be forwarded shortly. He is being dropped as of31 July.

7. IA:a. This agent is now described by GROSSBAHN as wiT-1 due to
his severance from the rormer group. GROS qBAHN hee had three meetings with
this agent sines the last progress report. He has reported some data on the



Gendarmerie school at Ebelsberg--principally their intelligence-endeavore--o
marginal interest. We still do not have a clear idea on his possibilities
because he, himaelf, is still unsure of just what he is going to be capable of
doing. At present, his personal logistioal problems are receiving almoat his
full attention . (moving his family from Vienna, settling in a new apartment,
getting oriented in his new job) and we havs„ by no mama conducted a thorough
assessmeot of this agent for this reaaon. If we cannot clarify our plans on
WW=1 prior to GROSSBARN I s departure, we will recommend that he be kept dormant
during OROSSBAHN I s absences and that he be fair assessed and developed on
GBOSSBAHN I s return.-

4, NH-1. We are making little progresS in securing worthwhile results
from HI14.. Be has been over a month now eompil trig data on the SPARROWS, a.
father and 	 team in:the Soviet Zone, whom we feel mar have some REDCAP
potential. Except for the SPARROWs and a few marginal tidbits he has submitted -
on Linz and Urfahr, NE=1 gives all the earmarks of being a poor investment in
terms of both time and money. We are giving him until 31 August to produce
(ha has been told this) or he will be dropped. While prospects with 	 are
rather bleak, and the contact has been generally unrewarding, a sizeable
redeeming feature in his favor is the fact that we were led to C	 (see
para. 9) who bears all the . earmarka of being a solid REDCAP asset. -Nevertheless
his retention cannot he based on one performance alone and unless he.shawa real
promise of leading us to equally rewarding operations, it is problematical__
whether he will be retained beyond August.

9. E.	 J. (Formerly	 1 and/Ort	 PRQ, Part I, .4th opera-
tional details and request for FOC was forwarded under EASA-1621. Progress to
date with	 73s debriefing was sUimerized by j	 3 in EASA1692.
This agent is in periodic personal contact with Soviets and is in almost conitant
contact with persons (prihcipally younger femilee) who are in touch with Soviets.
To date, we have accumulated a fair amount of operational intelligence on the
Sovieto in Urfehrand surrounding areas, plus some biographical and pictorial
data on c.	 sub-sources. Ibis agent will be phased to direct ease officer
handling in the near future. For details, see paragraph F.2.1. under Peture
Plana.

. 10. PP-1. The question of PP-i's transfer to Vienna and sUbbequent
phasing over to a fet2diete REDCAP support role, has beenbeld in Abeyance Pend-
ing COM and COPS decision on planned meeting with 	 .71. The major problem
involved is one of continuity—G	 3 should be mot by someone close to or
the person who will be his future contact in Vienna, se that the operation with
him, if undertaken, oan be carried on without an artificially induced strain.
This Would be the case if he Were firit . contactod'hy'an'SGB Case officer because,
if the initial meeting proved suocesaful, it 'would then be necessary to phase
him over to a YOB cue officer as his official position and residence are both
in Vienna. From what OROSSBAHN tells us, the PP=1 . transfer can take place at
any time. We are holding it up, however, hoping that the planned meeting with
c will, place us in a better position to insure that PP-1 gets the beat •

aseignment possible in Vienna to carry on against the REDCAP target. .
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U. 41. 	 n This agent was given One REDCAP assignment to follow
down—a lead to a photographer in Waidhofeenhoya who allegedly is in direct
contact with Soviets—which he carried off with a fair performance taking into
consideration his inexperience and youth. 44 will gradually give him more •
assignments of this type as it is felt he is baaically sound, can give us fair
performance, and can be learning by doing. Although a REDCAP asset, agent
will attend the Communist Youth Festival in Bucharest during the first half
of August beaanse the opportunity he presented to secure intelligence, plus
photos, on a satellite country appeared too potentially valuable to overlook.
He was able to sesure sound cover for his planned . photo activities by obtaining
photo commissions from Communist publications in Austria. In addition, his 	 -
tramelling with Adolf LECHHER, leading Conn:mist youth figure in agent t o home
town and a long time acquaintance will lend him general onerall cover during
the entire trip. For further details on this agent, see paragraph 1.2.k. under
Future Plans.	 .

F. *Future Plane.

1. In the light of OROSSBAHN I s planned trip to the U. S. and return
to Austria in the role of spotter, recruiter end developer of new operations,
it is vital that we dispose of—either by direct takeover, suspending or drop-
ping—hia present operations prior to his departure. While ourplanning has
not progressed to the point of being able to offer precise details, we do have
a rough framework in mind against which we will work in breaking up his opera-
tions,

2. The following paragraphs give the details:

a. GC 7.2. .CC- will be retained to handle PP-3 contact in caOss-
BABN I a absence. In addition, .sho will hold down the office and allow us a contact
With person:: who will be -kept dormant during this period, should the need arise.

b. 20m4. We aih see little justification, in view of our planned
future role for GROSSBAHKvfor the retention of two oecretariee. Valetas utfore-
!eon significant developmenta take place prior to GRO'SSBAIDi l e departure, or 00-4
has other possibilities we are not aware of at the =moat, she may be dropped.

a. fral. We do not plan any further activity with thii contact
prior to departure date. C0-15 will be one of GROSSBAHN I s first devolepmental
targets upon return. .

d. hAclo AA-1 is. to be phased over to direct VCS owe officer
central prior to GROSSDAIM I a departure, to be run as a single 'agent against
tuture : possibilities vie-a-els • C.	 •	 Precise details
worked out with COPS and submitted.

e. AA-2. This agent has been dropped as of the end of 4.17 1953.

f. M.:I This agent is now described by anossBAux as WW-1 an he
has no present connection with the LA group. Inasmuch as we do not, as yet,
have a clear view of exactly what WW-l e e capabilities are, he should probably
b* 'classified as still developmental. As such, we intend instructing GROSSBAIM
that he is to place the WW-1 operation on a auapended status during his absence,
and to place WW-l 4e4rerk en the developmental list to be looked into closely .= .

his return. rIg)
r• 7
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g. AA-6. AA-61, AA-62 and AA-63. This sub-group is almost com-
pletely =am:eased. GROSSBAHN will establish direct contact with AA-6 prior
to. 15 August. If the group has no REDCAP potential, they will be dropped
after a thorough assessment has developed this. If they do have a potential,
in all likelihood we will be unable to properly. develop this group .prior to
GROSSBAHN's departure, in which case the AA-6 sub-group would also be placed
on the list of assets to be properly developed by GROSSBAIDI on his return.

h. Earl. This agent has been given until 31 August to produce
,against the REDCAP target. It appears at present that he ma be dropped at
that time. However, should the SPARROWs or other HR-1 possibilities not
apparent at the mom:at, show real promises-we will hold 11114 dormant durizig--
the period of GROSSBAHN I a absence and develop him fully on GROSSBAHN I e return.
Firm recommendations on the fate of RH-1 will be submitted.

•
i. 2;1_ .	 This agent will be phased to direct REDCAP case

officer control as . quickly as possible. We will LCFLUTTER hie on 28 July,
allow far two GROSSBAHN meetings aftdr the LCFLUTTER teat for the purpose of
smoothing any ruffled feathers that the test might raise and so as not to
throw tea much at the agent at once, then phase control directly to

the moment, 1144 see no reason why r	 will not be a direct
REDCAP asset by 15 August. 	 •

j. PP-1. We plan On phasing FP-1 to direct VOW control
to GROSSBAHN I s departure. The local police, CVO coverage will be placed in
the hands of PP-30 who will be contacted by CC-3. in GROSsBAHNis gibEuence. We
plan on seeing CC-3 at least once a week at GROSSBAHH I s office (at night) while
he is in the U. S. We will thus be able to pass along routine requests to PP-3
(or to any other dorment agents, as a matter of, fact) and receive through her

. routine reports.	 - -

k. 5, The second of two agents whom we plan to tarn over
directly to the SOS REDCAP Section. 	 -3 is by far the more fruitful and
promising looking and thus will receive priority treatment in turnover.. z
will be handled by GROSSBAHN as long as possible and will he turned over Shortly-
prior to his departure date.

G. Reconmendatione. We will shortly furnish our suggestions on;!the handling
of OROSSBAHN while available in the U. S. While the primary task is to get him
started on his first citizenship papers and back to Austria as promptly at possible
we nevertheless feel that some advantages might accrue as a result of Headquarters
getting a first hand look at (and a chance to talk with) GROSSBAHN.

31 July 1953

14\1
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N.B. Reference paragraphs D,6,, E.4. and E.6., we may have failed to
make the matter or AA4's transfer to the Gendarmerie and subsequent transfer
to the British Zone absolutely clear. According to GROSSBAHN„ AA-2 has for
some time, even prior to his initial Soviet contact on 4 March, desired to
get into the Gendarmerie and become an officer in the embryonic Bundesheer.
With or without pressure from the Soviets, he would have made the transfer
in time--the Soviet slackening of interest in him has given him an incentive
to make the move now, It is entirely his idea and we have had nothing to do
with influencing his decision. While we are not enthusiastic about the transfer
at this time—the Soviets may look on the move with certain suspicion and con-
sequently may revive their interest in him—there is little we can do to prevent
it. We cannot insist that he remain in place, available to the Soviets inde---_
finitely, for he finds such a future prospect repugnant and nerve-wracking.
As a compromise measure, We see no objection to allowing him to work out his
own future as he sees fit and to drop him as of 31 Ally 1953. There will
undoubtedly be a social correspondence between AA-1 and AA-2 after the latter
transfers. If the Soviets became interested in AA-2 again, we could expect
him to inform AA-1, who, in turn, should inform US.

R.C.M.

„


